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MeAPO-5 (Me = V, Mg, Co, Mn) and VMeAPO-5 (Me = Mg, Co, Mn) with AFI structure were
prepared by hydrothermal synthesis and characterized by nitrogen-adsorption, TPR, diffuse reflect-
ance (UV-VIS) and ESR spectroscopies. Their catalytic performance in the oxidative dehydrogena-
tion of ethane using molecular oxygen was also studied. Although different catalytic behaviour was
observed depending on the metal incorporated, Vanadia-metal containing materials were the most se-
lective catalysts. The importance of both redox and acid character of the catalysts on their catalytic
properties is discussed.
Key words: Aluminophosphate; Microporous materials (VAPO-5, VMeAPO-5); Vanadium based
catalysts; Oxidative dehydrogenation of propane; Heterogeneous catalysis; Zeolites.

During several decades zeolites have found many applications as catalysts in the oil
refining and petrochemical industry1–3. The characteristics of zeolites and zeotypes, i.e.
a regular three-dimensional crystal structure with pores of molecular dimensions,
shape-selectivity control of reaction selectivity, as well as their possible modifications
by isomorphous substitution (incorporating and/or modifying acid and redox proper-
ties), are of great interest for designing effective catalysts for oxidation of alkanes, as
well as for a variety of selective oxidation reactions in liquid phase1–3.

The introduction of transition metal cations into ZSM-5 (refs4–6) or silicalite7–10

strongly enhances the catalytic activity and selectivity for oxidative dehydrogenation
(ODH) of ethane or propane, respectively, and indeed, V-silicalite appears to be one of
the most selective catalysts in the ODH of propane to propene using either O2 or N2O
as oxidant7–9. Although aromatic hydrocarbons are obtained on these catalysts with
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selectivities which depend on the reaction conditions, oxygen-containing products other
than carbon oxides are not observed in any case.

In addition to zeolites, also microporous aluminophosphates with the AFI structure
have been studied as catalysts in the oxidation of short-chain paraffins. Pure AlPO4-5
shows a low activity in the ODH of propane11,12 and ethane13–16 but its catalytic per-
formance is strongly enhanced by the incorporation of metals by isomorphous substitu-
tion, i.e. VAPO-5 (refs11,12,17), CoAPO-5 (ref.15) and MnAPO-5 (ref.18), being those the
most promising catalysts11,13.

An important aspect of V-containing microporous materials, in particular V-silicalite
and VAPO-5, is related to the products distribution achieved in oxidation reactions as
they are selective catalysts in the ODH reactions but show a low selectivity in N- or
O-insertion in the ammoxidation and oxidation of alkylaromatics19–22 and alkanes23.
Moreover, it has been shown that the simultaneous incorporation of both Mg2+ and V5+

ions in aluminophosphates with the AFI structure gives rise to VMgAPO-5 catalysts
selective in the oxidation of ethane to ethene13,24. Since it is known that in Me(II)APO-5,
Me2+ (Me = Mg, Co, Mn) substitutes for Al3+ to create acid sites25,26, both redox and
acid centres are expected to be present in VMe(II)APO-5 materials24,27.

The aim of this paper is to study the effect of the incorporated divalent cations on the
catalytic behaviour of Me(II)APO-5 and VMe(II)APO-5, for Me = Mg, Co and Mn in
the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane using molecular oxygen as oxidant. From the
results presented here, it will be concluded that the nature of the bivalent metal cation
determines both the degree of isomorphous substitution and the catalytic properties of
metal-containing AlPO4-5.

EXPERIMENTAL

Synthesis

MeAPO-5 and VMeAPO-5 materials with different metal contents were obtained by hydrothermal
synthesis, using triethylamine (TEA) as template, from gels with a Al2O3/P2O5/V2O5/MeO/H2O/Et3N
molar ratio of 0.8 : 1 : x : y : 47 : z, with x, y and z values as indicated in Table I. Vanadium was
incorporated as a V2O5/Et3N solution, and the other metals, Mg, Co or Mn, were added in aqueous
solution of corresponding salts. Orthophosphoric acid (Riedel, 85 wt.%), pseudo-bohemite (Catapal B
Vista, 70 wt.% Al2O3), triethylamine (Aldrich, 99 wt.%) were also employed.

The synthesis procedure was described in ref.24. The gels were introduced in 60 ml Teflon-lined
stainless steel autoclaves and heated in static conditions at 473 K for 16 h. The samples were cen-
trifuged at 10 000 r.p.m, washed with deionized water and dried at 373 K overnight. Chemical com-
position of both the starting gels and the calcined solid products, as well as their crystallinities are
given in Table I. Portions of the samples were calcined in dry air at 873 K for 8 h. The catalysts will
be assigned as MeAP and VMeAP, with Me = Co, Mg or Mn.
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Characterization

Chemical analyses of Mg, V, Co or Mn were done by atomic absorption spectroscopy and P was
determined by a colorimetric method using the complex formed between phosphorus and molybdo-
vanadic acid28. The BET surface area of the samples, SBET, was obtained in an ASAP 2000 apparatus,
following the BET method from N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K and taken a value of 0.164 nm2 for the
cross-section of N2.

X-Ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Phillips 1060 diffractometer provided with graphite
monochromator employing nickel-filtered CuKα radiation. Crystallinity was determined by measur-
ing the intensity of the peaks appearing at 2θ = 19.8, 21.1 and 22.4 degree and comparing them with
that of uncalcined AlPO4-5.

Diffuse reflectance (DR) spectra in the UV-VIS region were collected with a Shimadzu UV-2010
PC spectrophotometer equipped with a reflectance attachment. Different references, V2O5, NH4VO3,
vanadyl oxalate, were used12.

Electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra were recorded at 77 K on a Bruker ER 200D-SRC spec-
trometer working at the X-band. The g values of the paramagnetic species in the samples were
measured using DPPH (g = 2.0036) as an standard. Quantitative analysis was carried out by double
integration, using CuSO4 for calibration. Before recording the spectra, the calcined catalyst were re-
oxidized at 773 K with 40 000 Pa of oxygen for 1 h. The reduced samples were prepared by heating
the calcined materials (previously evacuated at 298 K) with 13 300 Pa of H2 at temperatures in the
range 373–773 K for 1 h. All samples, re-oxidized or reduced, were degassed at room temperature
until a final pressure of 10–5 Pa prior to the spectra acquisition.

Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) results were obtained in a Micromeritics apparatus.
Samples of 100 mg were first treated in argon at room temperature for 1 h, and subsequently contacted
with H2/Ar mixture (molar ratio of 0.15, total flow of 3 l h–1) and heated, at a rate of 10 K min–1, to
a final temperature of 1 273 K.

TABLE I
Composition and characteristics of MeAPO-5 and VMeAPO-5 catalysts

Catalyst
Molar ratio in gel

gel pH

Metal loadinga

wt.% Yieldb

 %
Crystallinityc

%

Et3N V2O5 MeOx V Me

VAPO (1) 1.76 0.12 0   5.6 0.57 0   11.7 100 

VAPO (2) 1.76 0.24 0   4.6 1.15 0   d 70
MgAPO (1) 1.50 0   0.02 6.5 0   0.16 14.0 100 

MgAPO (2) 1.50 0   0.10 4.9 0   1.00 18.1 53

VMgAPO 1.50 0.12 0.20 4.5 0.53 2.68 18.3 71

CoAPO 1.50 0   0.02 5.7 0   0.79 13.0 99

VCoAPO 1.50 0.06 0.02 5.4 0.37 0.88 11.3 86

MnAPO 1.50 0   0.05 5.3 0   0.47 13.0 98

VMnAPO 1.50 0.24 0.05 4.9 0.64 0.49 10.4 90

a Metal content in calcined samples. b Yield (solid/gel in g/g). c Crystallinities of AFl structure of
calcined samples are referred to pure AlPO4-5. d Not determined.
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Catalytic Test

Catalytic tests for the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane were carried out in a fixed-bed quartz
tubular reactor (16 mm i.d., 500 mm length) equipped with a coaxial thermocouple for measuring the
temperature profiles. Catalyst samples from 0.5 to 2.0 g (particle size between 0.42 and 0.59 nm)
were mixed with variable amounts of SiC to keep a constant volume in the catalyst bed of 3 cm3.
The reaction was studied at 793–873 K using an ethane/oxygen/helium molar ratio of 4 : 8 : 88. The
total flow was varied from 6 to 12 l h–1 to obtain different contact times (W/F). Analysis of reactants and
products was carried out using gas chromatography, and two different columns, Porapak Q (3.0 m × 1/8 in.)
and molecular sieve 5A (1.5 × 1/8 in.). Blank runs at 723–873 K were carried out with pure SiC, at
the lowest total flow used in this study (6 l h–1). Under our reaction conditions the presence of ho-
mogeneous reaction can be neglected.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Catalyst Characterization

Table I summarizes chemical composition of the synthesis gel as well as the main
characteristic of the final materials. As can be seen there, all VMeAP samples contain
about 0.6–0.7 wt.% of vanadium, except sample VCoAP with only a 0.37 wt.% of V.
Comparison of the Me(II) content in MeAPO-5 and VMeAPO-5 (Table I) indicates that
the presence of V in the synthesis gel causes an increase in the Mg2+ concentration
(sample VMgAP), whereas it has no effects on the final amount of Me(II) in VCoAP or
VMnAP catalysts. On the other hand, the content of divalent cations in MeVAP
samples increases as follows: Mn2+ < Co2+ < Mg2+, while the ionic radii of Mn2+, Co2+

and Mg2+ (0.805, 0.72 and 0.707 Å, respectively26) decrease in the opposite order,
which suggests that the incorporation of divalent metals is favoured for smaller cations.
This hypothesis is further supported by recent 31P MAS NMR results which indicate an
effective incorporation of Mg2+ to the framework positions in VMgAP (ref.27).

The XRD patterns of the V, Me and VMe-containing aluminophosphate studied here,
both as synthesized and calcined, are characteristic of highly crystalline AFI structure
(AlPO4-5) (Table I), and amorphous aluminophosphates was only observed when
sample MnAP was calcined above 873 K. No crystallinity loss was detected after the
catalytic test, except for sample VMnAP when the reaction was carried out at 873 K.

In order to determine the state of reducible cations, DR (UV-VIS) and ESR spectro-
scopy have been employed, while the catalyst reducibility has been followed by TPR.
Table I summarizes the temperature maxima of hydrogen consumption (Tm) during the
TPR experiments. All samples show an additional broad peak at about 900–973 K as-
sociated with the formation of reduced compounds during the degradation MeAPO-5
materials12,28.

A) VAPO-5 and VMgAPO-5. The UV-VIS DR spectra of VAP and VMgAP samples
(Fig. 1a), present a band at 270–280 nm assigned to isolated tetrahedral V5+, as already
discussed in previous papers12,24. The fact that most of the vanadium present must be as
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V5+ is confirmed by ESR, since the spectral intensity accounts for only 3% of the total
vanadium.

The ESR spectrum of calcined VAP sample (Fig. 2a) consists of an hyperfine struc-
tured axially symmetric signal V1, with g|| = 1.927, g⊥ = 1.980, A|| = 17.5 . 10–3 cm–1,
A⊥ = 7.2 . 10–3 cm–1, characteristic of isolated VO2+ ions in distorted octahedral or
square pyramidal environments12,29–31. Upon reducing the sample in H2, the concentra-
tion of paramagnetic vanadium increases up to 8% at Tr = 673 K, while a certain de-
crease in the overall intensity is produced at Tr = 773 K. As shown in Fig. 3b, at that
temperature the spectrum is mainly formed by the overlapping signals V2 (g|| = 1.917,
g⊥ = 1.981, A|| = 18.8 . 10–3 cm–1, A⊥ =7.5 . 10–3 cm–1) and V3 (〈g〉 = 1.972). Signal V2
is similar to that obtained in V4+-doped α-cristobalite AlPO4 and is attributed to V4+

ions in a relatively strongly distorted tetrahedral symmetry, which suggests that the
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corresponding V4+ ions could substitute framework Al3+ cations29. Signal V3 is as-
signed to associated V4+ species, whose origin must probably be the reduction of a
pre-existing non-framework V2O5 oxidic phase.

Similar paramagnetic vanadium species have been observed in sample VMgAP, with
an intensity that corresponds to 8% of the total V concentration in the calcined ma-
terial. A comparison of the ESR spectra of samples VAP and VMgAP reduced at in-
creasing temperatures show a significantly higher concentration of paramagnetic
vanadium in the Mg baring material, yielding mainly isolated vanadyl species. For both
samples, the decrease in the spin density observed when the reduction temperature is
raised must be due to the formation of reduced diamagnetic vanadium species, which
makes difficult to evaluate the reducibility of vanadium in V-containing aluminophos-
phates.

The TPR peak of reduction of V5+ to V4+ appears at 728 and 793 K in VAP and
VMgAP samples (Table II), respectively, in agreement with previous results12,24. Then,
the higher relative concentration of paramagnetic vanadium detected by ESR in the
magnesium-containing aluminophosphate can tentatively be attributed to a stabilization
effect of V4+ against reduction.

B) CoAPO-5 and VCoAPO-5. The DR spectra of Co-containing aluminophosphates
calcined in air, CoAP and VCoAP (Fig. 1b), show broad bands at 310 and 400 nm
which have been assigned to Co3+ species32,33 or Co2+ species incorporated into the
AlPO4-5 framework in a distorted environment34. Also, three bands at 546, 588 and 636 nm,
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b

c

FIG. 2
ESR spectra of catalysts VAP (a and b) and
VCoAP (c) after re-oxidation (a) and reduction
at 773 K (b and c)

0           2 000       4 000        6 000

Magnetic field, G

a

b

FIG. 3
ESR spectra of catalyst VMnAP re-oxidized (a)
and reduced at 773 K (b)
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attributed to the d–d transitions of Co2+ species in a tetrahedral coordination35 can be
observed, although weaker than in the as-synthesized form.

The presence of residual paramagnetic Co2+ cations in calcined VCoAP and CoAP
materials is also confirmed by ESR. Both spectra (not shown) are similar and present
very weak and broad absorption bands at g ≈ 4.7 and in the range g ≈ 4.0–1.8 typical
of Co2+ species33,34,36. The weak and poor resolution of the paramagnetic spectra might
be due to the diamagnetic nature of the cobalt species, i.e. they would behave as Co3+,
suggesting that the DR signals will mainly be due to trivalent cobalt. However, no
definitive conclusion should be taken on the basis of ESR spectra as we cannot discard
the presence of invisible Co2+ because of its short relaxation time. In CoAP catalyst the
intensity of this signal increases after reduction with H2, reaching a maximum at ca 573 K,
whereas for VCoAP, the signal of paramagnetic Co2+ vanishes above 473 K, appearing
at the same time very weak signals of vanadyl species (probably of type V2 and V3)
(Fig. 2c).

The TPR pattern of calcined CoAP sample (Table II) presents a broad and weak peak
at 928 K previously observed in MeAPO-5 materials attributed to the formation of
reducible compounds during the thermal decomposition of the molecular sieve28. How-
ever, when the as-synthesized sample was calcined in situ, i.e., with dry oxygen, before
the TPR experiments, a new peak at 703 K appeared. The origin of this peak may be
the reduction of Co3+

, formed during the calcination step, to Co2+ when carried out in
the absence of water. Since the ESR spectra were recorded after calcination in the
absence of water, the low intensity of paramagnetic Co signals can be explained, at
least, in part, by the main presence of Co3+.

TABLE II
Reducibility (Tm) and nature of Me- and V-species in VMeAPO-5

Catalyst Tm
a, K

Me- and V-speciesb

Reference

as-synthesized calcined

VAPO (1) 728    V4+    V5+ 17

MgAPO –    Mg2+    Mg2+ 29

VMgAPO 793    V4+    Mg2+    V5+    Mg2+ 18, 28

CoAPO 928 (706)c    Co2+    Co2+    Co3+ this paper

VCoAPO 628, 733    V4+    Co2+    V5+    Co2+    Co3+ this paper

MnAPO 573, 898    Mn2+    Mn2+ this paper

VMnAPO 573, 788, 933    V4+    Mn2+    V5+    Mn2+    Mn3+ this paper

a Temperature maxima of the hydrogen consumption (Tm). b Determined by DR UV-VIS. c TPR re-
sults on previously calcined samples.
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The TPR pattern of VCoAP shows, in addition to a broad peak at high temperature,
two reduction peaks at 628 and 733 K. The latter also appeared in VAPO-5 (ref.12) and
then it is probably due to the reduction of V5+, while the peak at 628 K is ascribed to
the reduction of Co3+. However, it appears that the hydrogen-consumption associated
with the last peak is lower than that calculated theoretically, suggesting that the concen-
tration of reducible Co3+ species in VCoAP sample is low.

C) MnAPO-5 and VMnAPO-5. The DR spectra of as-synthesized MnAP and VMnAP
samples (white in colour) show a band at 268 nm that can be attributed to octahedral
Mn2+ cations37. After calcination (Fig. 2c), samples turn pink and give a broad band at
523 nm which has been related to changes in the electronic environment of Mn2+

species37 although they can be oxidized to Mn3+ species during calcination at tempera-
tures higher than 475 K (the materials behaves reversibly in redox cycles at tempera-
tures near 500 K) (ref.38).

The presence of paramagnetic divalent manganese cations in MnAP (not shown) and
VMnAP (Fig. 3a) has also been observed by ESR. The spectra of both calcined samples
consist of a broad symmetric signal centred at g ≈ 2.0 (signal M1) superimposed to
broad and weak peaks at g ≈ 5.5 and g ≈ 3.2 (signal M2) (see Fig. 2a). Signal M1 must
be due to Mn2+ ions interacting with each other39,40, whereas signal M2 is assigned to
Mn2+ in environments experiencing orthorhombic distorsions41,42. The main difference
between MnAP and VMnAP is the lower intensity of species M2 in the vanadium-free
catalyst, although both samples behave in a similar way against reduction. Figure 3b
depicts the ESR spectrum of sample VMnAP heated with H2 at 773 K that shows a
decrease in the linewidth of signal M1, which can be attributed to an increase in the
exchange interaction between Mn2+ cations due to a decrease in the average distances
between each other. This effect is more pronounced in the V-containing aluminophos-
phate.

The TPR pattern of sample MnAP (Table II) is characterized by the presence of two
peaks at 573 and 898 K which can be related to the reduction of Mn3+ and Mn2+,
respectively. In the case of the VMnAP sample (Table II), a new peak at 788 K could
be due to the reduction of V5+ species as it was proposed for VAPO-5 (ref.12). The fact
that no V4+ signals are detected by ESR in sample VMnAP after reduction with H2 at
elevated temperatures may indicate that V5+ has been reduced to an oxidation state
lower than +IV.

From ESR and TPR experiments, it can be concluded that the redox behavior of
vanadium atoms depends on the divalent cation incorporated into the framework. While
some paramagnetic V4+ signal is always present in the ESR spectra of VAP (Figs 2a
and 2b), in VCoAP it is only observed after reduction with H2 above 373 K (Fig. 2c)
and undetected in VMnAP even after reduction with H2 up to 773 K (Fig. 3b). How-
ever, no definitive conclusions on the reducibility of vanadium can be obtained from
ESR as both more oxidized and reduced states are ESR-silent.
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Again, TPR experiments indicate that the reducibility of V5+ depends on the nature
of Me(II) cations, in the VMgAP sample reduced at a higher temperature.

The IR study of adsorption–desorption of pyridine on VMeAPO-5 catalysts has been
used to evaluate their acid properties. The IR spectra of representative samples evacu-
ated at 523 K after adsorption of pyridine at 298 K are shown in Fig. 4. From this figure
it is evident that V,Me-containing catalysts exhibit Brönsted (1 550 cm–1) and Lewis
(1 450 cm–1) acid sites, as also observed for MeAPO-5 (Me = Mg, Co or Mn) (ref.24), while no
pyridine is retained on VAPO-5 after degassing at 523 K (ref.12). Therefore, the ob-
served acidity can be ascribed to the isomorphous substitution of Al3+ by Mg2+, Co2+ or
Mn2+.

Catalytic Tests in the Oxidative Dehydrogenation of Ethane

The catalytic results obtained during the ODH of ethane on V-, Me- and VMeAPO-5
molecular sieves are shown in Table III. In all cases, ethene, CO and CO2 were the only
reaction products and no other oxygenated products were detected.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the ethane conversion on the reaction temperature
for the VMeAPO-5 catalysts. From these results, it can be concluded that the catalytic
activity decreases in the order: VMnAP > VCoAP > MnAP > VAP > CoAP > VMgAP > MgAP,
suggesting that the incorporation of reducible metal cations Me(II) (Co, Mn) into the
VAPO-5 structure enhances the catalytic activity, whereas the introduction of Mg2+ has
a negative effect. Comparison with the TPR results summarized in Table II shows a
good correlation between catalyst reducibility and activity. Thus, the low catalytic ac-
tivity of VMgAP catalyst could be explained by the low reducibility of vanadium.

Figure 6 presents the dependence of the selectivity to ethene on the ethane conver-
sion at 853 K. The selectivity to ethene decrease as follows: VMgAP = VMnAP =

1 700     1 600      1 500     1 400
cm–1

VMgAP

VMnAP

A
bs
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ba

nc
e

FIG. 4
FTIR spectra of adsorbed pyridine on VMnAP and
VMgAP after outgassing at 623 K
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VCoAP = MnAP > CoAP > VAP > MgAP. Thus, the best selectivities to ethene were
observed on MnAP and VMe-containing catalysts.

Figure 7 displays the variation of the selectivities to the main reaction products, namely
ethene, CO and CO2, with ethane conversion at 853 K obtained during the oxidation of
ethane on VCoAP catalyst. As it is evident from Fig. 7, when the ethane conversion
increases, the selectivity to ethene decreases, CO increases, and the selectivity to CO2

remains constant. Thus, it can be concluded that ethene is a primary and unstable pro-
duct, CO is a secondary product, and CO2 is a primary and stable product. This suggests
the following reaction network.

CO is preferentially formed by consecutive reactions from ethene and CO2 is mainly
formed by competitive reactions from ethane. Although kinetic constant values depend
on the catalyst composition, the reaction scheme proposed above for VCoAP is also
valid for all the other catalysts studied here.

ethane                               ethene

CO2 + CO

TABLE III
Oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane on MeAPO-5 and VMeAPO-5 catalystsa

Catalyst Temperature, K Conversion, %
Selectivity, %

ethene CO CO2

  VAPO (1) 813 5.1 42.9 27.6 29.5

853 12.4 43.6 36.6 19.8

  MgAPO 873  4.1b 22.7 45.0 32.3

  VMgAPO 793 2.0 71.2 12.4 17.5

853 7.3 67.0 20.7 11.9

  CoAPO 793 2.9 63.0 21.7 15.3

853 10.3 55.5 34.7  9.8

  VCoAPO 773 10.0 53.0 30.2 16.8
813 19.3 55.7 30.0 14.3

  MnAPO 773 7.6 69.8 16.0 14.0

833 16.3 59.5 26.7 13.7

  VMnAPO 773 9.7 61.4 28.8  9.8

813 20.0 56.0 34.9  9.1

a Using 1 g of catalyst and a total flow of 200 ml (W/F = 50.9 gcat h molethane
−1  ). b W/F = 102 gcat h molethane

−1  .
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Figure 8 shows the productivities to ethene on all the catalyst. It can be seen that the
best productivity to ethene is obtained on VCoAP and VMnAP catalysts, while very
low values are observed for MgAP. The better catalytic performance of VMeAPO-5
materials could be due to a synergetic effect between two different phases, VAPO-5
and the corresponding MeAPO-5, intimately mixed. To check this, we present in Fig. 9
the productivity to ethene (in kg/kg h) obtained during the oxidation of ethane on pure
MeVAPO-5 catalysts and the sum of those of VAP and the corresponding MeAPO-5. It
comes out that while VCoAP and VMnAP give higher ethene productivities than the
sum of the corresponding MeAPO-5 materials, similar values are obtained on VAP and
VMgAP catalysts, although a better selectivity to ethene was obtained on VMgAP.
These results support the effective incorporation of V and Co, Mn or Mg in the AFI
structure.
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FIG. 6
Variation of the selectivity to ethene with the
ethane conversion in the oxidation of ethane
on MeAPO-5 and VMeAPO-5 catalysts at
853 K: * VAPO, ■ VMgAPO, ◆ VCoAPO,
▲ VMnAPO, ❐ MgAPO, ✧ CoAPO, ∆
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FIG. 5
Variation of the ethane conversion with reac-
tion temperature in the oxidation of ethane
on MeAPO-5 and VMeAPO-5 catalysts: *
VAPO, ■ VMgAPO, ◆ VCoAPO, ▲

VMnAPO, ❐ MgAPO, ✧ CoAPO, ∆
MnAPO (for reaction conditions, see text)
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Recently, the selectivity to olefins during the ODH of alkanes on supported vana-
dium oxide catalysts43,44 has been suggested to be influenced not only by the redox
properties of the catalyst, but also by its acid-base character, in such a way that acid
catalysts are more selective in the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane to ethene than
those with neutral or basic character43–45. According to this, VAPO-5, which does not
display acid properties18, gives the lowest selectivity to ethene, and MgAPO-5 catalysts
possessing acid character (because of the substitution of Mg2+ by Al3+), but without
redox sites, shows a low activity in the ODH of ethane. VMgAPO-5 catalysts possess
both Bronsted acid sites and redox sites (related to isolated V5+ ions) and then shows
higher selectivity to ethene24.

This interpretation can be generalized for the other VMeAPO-5 catalysts studied
here. The higher selectivity to ethene on VMeAPO-5 catalysts than that of VAPO-5
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could be related to the presence of acid sites, originated by the isomorphous framework
substitution of Al3+ by Me(II), i.e. Mg2+, Co2+ or Mn2+. Therefore, the catalytic beha-
viour of VMeAPO-5 in the ODH of ethane is a result of the presence of both acid and
redox sites incorporated into the framework of the AFI structure.

On the other hand, the different catalytic activity of VMeAPO-5 catalysts could be
due to differences in the incorporation and/or distribution of these metal cations in the
aluminophosphate framework. In this sense, the presence of Me(II) cations in extra-
framework positions would decrease the number of effective acid sites leading to lower
activities. Although this possibility cannot be completely ruled out, the catalytic results
presented here suggest that this is not probable.

An important factor in the catalytic activity of VMeAPO-5 materials to be con-
sidered is their redox properties. The different catalytic activity of Co- and Mn-contain-
ing materials with and without vanadium could tentatively be explained by differences
in the oxidation state of the Me(II) cations. The results obtained here indicate the
presence of Co3+ and Mn3+ in CoAPO and MnAPO when the calcination is carried out
in a dry atmosphere, whereas also Co2+ and Mn2+ are present if water is present during
calcination. Although mainly Co2+ and Mn2+ will be present under the reaction condi-
tions, we cannot completely rule out the formation of oxidized species. Moreover, the
addition of vanadium also modifies the catalyst reducibility. The TPR patterns of
CoVAP and MnVAP samples show new H2 consumption peaks probably related to the
reduction of Co3+ to Co2+ and Mn3+ to Mn2+, respectively as well as that of V5+ to V4+.
Therefore, cobalt and manganese in VMeAPO-5 materials could be partially stabilized
as Co3+ and Mn3+ ions, producing a material similar to Me(III)Me(II)VAPO-5. A more
detailed study of redox properties of these catalysts will be undertaken.
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In conclusion, VMeAPO-5 catalysts are active and selective in the oxidative dehy-
drogenation of ethane. In our preparation conditions, both metals are incorporated into
the framework of AlPO4-5. The presence of both acid (related to Me(II) cations) and
redox sites (probably related to V5+ or Me(III) cations) is an important factor to achieve
a high selectivity during the ODH of ethane. However, in order to obtain an effective
catalytic system, both sites must be at a short distance. The presence of extra-frame-
work species in channels of microporous materials or the incorporation of a second
reducible cation near to vanadium species could modify the catalytic activity of these
materials.
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